
The Evolution of a Great Idea
Its Stupendous Value to Humanity is being Daily Demonstrated.

The PSYCHOMOTOR is a simple mechanical device linking thought to material expression in a way to make

leisure hours a source of delight and profit.

Like the Typewriter, the Telegraph and the Telephone, it serves a purpose. It meets the logical requirement

of a visible and objective assistant to mental and physical realization.

It is applicable to every phase of human life and expression.

It is an integral part of THE SHELDON LEAVITT METHODS.
For the 111 it is more Curative than Medicine ; for the Unhappy it is a Wellspring of Joy,

and for the Unsuccessful it is a help to Better Things.

It is a means of curing many a heartache, removing many a pain, giving strength to

the weak, courage to the fainthearted and prosperity to the poor.

It is a boon to everybody.

We shall be glad to tell you about it.

Address MAGNUM BONUM ASSOCIATION, 4661 Lake Av., Chicago.

Cook by Electricity!
Only a fewminut s current from any electric light

socket— then the imprisoned heat cooks the food.

You can roasi bake, boil or

stew per cctly in a

Helroillireless
Electric Stove
We Also make " Detroit
Fireless Cookers" with
unbreakable metal alloy
radiators.

SIX SIZES EACH
Svrt Fuel—

Sart Time-
Sate Heat—
Sate Work-
Sate ilrocery

and Meat Bills.

Otir famous
Water Seal
keeps in the heat
and steam — retains the flavor. Try one at out liik.

Write /or catalog mailed free,and ourTRIALOFFER.
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Transparent Handle

Novelty Knives
with your name and address,
lodge emblems or your own
photo placed in the handle
where it cannot be removed
or destroyed.

We give a guarantee with
every knife sold. NOVELTY
POCKET KNIVES are made
of the best Razor Steel and the
workmanship is absolutely
the best. Have your photo
placed in the handle of one
of these beautiful knives nnd
use it as a gift, or for your
own use.

Send fl.aO for fine two
blade knife. Will ])Ut your
name, photo, address, lodge
emblem or any picture you
wish in the handles.

Free catalog shows
I>atterns, send for it.

many

AGENTS WANTED
In Every County

to sell Novelty Knives. $75.00
to $200.00 per month easily

made, good commission paid.

Write for exclusive territory

and our terms to agents—to-

day.

Novelty Cutlery Co., 133 Bar St., Canton, 0.


